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Content Processing

The present invention relates to content processing and more particularly to processing

the content of captured or stored media for cataloguing and sharing such media.

Large amounts of media content are generated by the use of digital cameras and video

cameras. Such content is often transferred to a personal computer (PC) by the user who

then uses programs such as Adobe ™ Photo Album to store video or photographic

content. This requires the user to name the file in some way if it is to be useable as a

reminder of the content of the media. If the user wishes to share the media with family or

friends it is then necessary for the user to prepare pictures for on-line viewing, possibly by

changing size or resolution and up-loading to a sharing website, sending by e-mail a link

to the location of the media. For non computer-literate friends, or those absent from home

for example, it may be necessary for the user to print out copies of pictures or transfer a

copy of the media file to DVD so that it can be shared with others.

This process is time consuming and relies on the user to add in some detail as to location

and/or content and other contextual information because the user is often the only person

aware of such information. This makes the process of automating such activities difficult.

On line photo sharing, for example, is discussed in US 2003/0063770. This disclosure

has a plurality of nodes which store digital images and an on-line peer server which

uploads metadata associated with each digital image. This enables a search to be

performed on a central server for the location of images having appropriate metadata so

that the images can be retrieved from whichever of the nodes they may be stored on.

In US2003/0078837 there is a discussion of extracting information from the content of

digital images. The specification notes techniques such as face detection and recognition

and people detection and associating date & time information with specific events such as

Christmas celebrations.

EP 1513080 provides an image storage data base with associated metadata which

categorises image date, location and subject to enable subsequent searching of the

metadata to locate approximately matched images based on the searchers definitions.



All of these prior art schemes are at least partially reliant on the way in which the user who

captured the images categorises the image, and requires significant user intervention to

correctly associate the images.

According to the invention, there is provided a content processing method in which

captured media images are associated with context to effect distribution and/or storage of

the media, the method being performed at a processing means and comprising: receiving

from a media capture device one or more images and associated image metadata;

comparing the received image metadata with further data made available to the

processing means thereby to provide updated image metadata; and storing and/or

distributing the or each image to one or more other processing means on the basis of said

updated image metadata.

The image metadata can include date and/or time metadata and can be compared at said

processing means with further data which indicates the location of an identified user over

a period of time to provide updated image metadata which represents location information

associated with said image.

Alternatively or additionally, the image metadata can include location information

generated by the media capture device.

The method can comprise using the location information to identify one or more persons,

other than the identified user, having an association with said location and distributing the

or each image, or a link thereto, to the one or more persons. Prior to distributing the or

each image, the processing means can determine the presence of the one or more

persons on a data network and distributes the or each image only to those connected to

the network. Prior to distributing the or each image, the processing means may determine

the receiving capability of the one or more persons and distributes the or each image to

the one or more persons in a format adapted to their respective receiving capability.

The image metadata may include presence information indicative of one or more

communications devices in the vicinity of the media capture device when the image was

captured, said presence information being compared at the processing means with data

identifying persons on the basis of their communications devices thereby to infer the

identity of persons present when the image was captured. The method may further



comprise distributing the or each images, or a link thereto, to the or each person identified

as being present.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of distributing

data representing an image or video to one or more known persons, the method being

performed at a processing means and comprising establishing a data link with a media

capture device, receiving therefrom one or more images or videos and associated

metadata generated at the media capture device, and, for a given image or video,

identifying, on the basis of the received metadata and stored data relating the metadata to

a location, one or more persons associated with said location, distribution subsequently

being effected to distribute the image or video to the or each identified person.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for processing

captured media images to determine the context of the captured images, the system

including processing means arranged to receive from a media capture device one or more

images and associated image metadata; means for comparing the received image

metadata with further data made available to the processing means thereby to provide

updated image metadata; and means for distributing storing the or each image on the

basis of said updated image metadata.

In the disclosure, there is described a content processing method in which captured media

images are associated with context by comparing image capture data, location data and

known associations between persons to effect distribution and storage of media in

dependence upon image content of the captured media images. Metadata for each image

can be created using the date, time and location of the capture as well as information

derived from nearby devices or from post-capture processing (e.g. image recognition)

operations. The location data may be derived from location signals received directly by

the device, for example GPS signals or signals derived from mobile telephony networks.

Such data may be enhanced by comparison between captured images having closely

related time and date metadata. Images may be further analysed for the presence of

known associates of a system user by comparing objects such as people with known

objects associated with the user. The user's profile (hobbies, friends, diary, home

locations etc.) may be used for further, more detailed, processing, for example using

events from a diary to add context to captured multimedia. Distribution of captured

images may be effected by determining, from a selected list of recipients, the capability of



each recipient to receive images and transmitting or dispatching the images in an

appropriate format for each recipient.

A content processing method in accordance with the invention will now be described by

way of example only with reference to the accompanying drawings of which:-

Figure 1 shows an overview of the system used by the method;

Figure 2 shows a flow chart used by the system of figure 1; and

Figures 3 and 4 are schematic representations of a data store used by the

servers of figure 1.

Referring to the drawings, and, in particular figure 1, content processing software 1 which

may be network based, for example with a service provider or may be included in a

personal computer for example, receives uploaded content from a camera, mobile phone

or other device. This receiving may be by means of the user simply inserting a camera

card into the PC or by automated uploading of data by way of Bluetooth, an infrared

connection, a wireless internet connection or cellular link or by a standard download

cable.

The user may choose options such as automatic transmission of photographs associated

with a particular group of associates to all members of that particular group, in which case

no further action is required of the user for the processing and distribution of the

downloaded photographs. Alternatively, the user may have chosen to have more control

over the distribution of images in which case, before or after context processing of the

video content, the user may be offered the opportunity to select one or more groups to

whom the image could be distributed. Simple rules may be created by the network or user

to set preferences for media sharing - e.g. "when I take a photograph including anyone on

my buddy list then it is automatically sent to everyone on that list".

The capture device, for example a camera or camera phone 2, may be loaded with a

software program which automatically associates metadata with each captured image

and, if fitted with Bluetooth or other receiving device, may also capture location and

presence information from for example other mobile phones present in the vicinity or GPS

data available to it. From the metadata, the context of the video is analysed by the

content processing program 1 and other information directly available to the user is used

to further enhance the context data generated. Such information may be contained in the



user's calendar where an inference of the user's location and the events taking place can

be determined.

Analysis of the metadata, being compared with contact data in the user's electronic

address book, by a presence server 3, may enable the presence of other people known to

the user to be determined and on-line access to contact's calendar information may be

used to confirm the expected presence or absence of other people at the same event.

Such other services available on-line to network based servers may include access to

mobile phone location records where permitted to determine, confirm or enhance context

information relating to captured images. Further, image recognition techniques may also

be used to compare video information with stored images of contacts or objects to assist

in the determination of presence, location and/or event information and such presence

may be used to repeat certain processing loops to determine that user's presence

information, location and the like.

Having generated additional metadata to associate with the captured image, user

preferred storage and distribution is activated within the content processing service. Thus

if the user has set particular values for image distribution, say, photographs of a netball

team at a netball match to be distributed to all members of the team, the content

processing function 1 may cause the upload of the image to a content database 4 and a

content server 5 may use the associated metadata to cause distribution of the file so

uploaded.

Thus if one member of the distribution list is known to be using a laptop or personal

computer 6 , which may be determined from network presence information, the content

server may send an email message to that user either with the picture as an attachment

or with a hyperlink to the file in the content database 4 .

It will be noted that although the content database 4 is shown as a single entity in Figure

1, captured images may be stored in any accessible database with appropriate internet

access, so that context of a captured image may determine one or more locations at

which the image file should be stored.

Other user's receiving apparatus and location may also determine the format and pre-

processing of captured images for distribution. Thus if one user has a mobile phone



capable of displaying small images, the image file may be processed into an MMS

message for transmission to the user. If another user in a particular group is not

contactable by email or mobile phone but needs to receive a copy of a captured image

(say, granddad should always get pictures of granddaughter), the content server may

cause the captured image to be printed for posting to that user.

Now referring also to figure 2, the process may be considered as operating in the

following manner. A media capture device 2 such as a camera, captures an image 2 1 and

generates a file for transfer to another device. At the same time, depending on its

capability, the device also captures as much context information 22 as possible for

example by using GPS to capture its location, Bluetooth to discover other devices in its

vicinity or localised information beacons which may be present in public buildings and

communicate by Bluetooth or infra red for example. Wireless LAN facilities in a building for

example may also be used to assist determination of location.

Having captured an image or images, the media device 2 may be programmed to look for

an opportunity to transfer the captured image file with its metadata, to its base PC. This

may be done in any of a number of ways, for example by communicating the information

by way of a GPRS enabled telephone or by locating a wireless LAN hotspot for example,

the captured media content and context data are uploaded 23.

When the uploaded data is received by the content processing software (reference

numeral 1 of Figure 1) it and the content server 5 collect additional context data 24 using

mobile phone records or image recognition, calendar data and the like as hereinbefore

mentioned. This enables the completion of metadata 25 to associate with the captured

media and its storage 26.

The user menu is then considered to determine the distribution criteria for the particular

media based on the metadata which defines the context of the captured media. Assuming

that the user has determined that the image should be shared 27, then the sharing group

is determined and individual user context and preferences may be discovered so that the

captured media file may be reformatted and information sent to the recipient group in

dependence upon the recipients' contexts and preferences.



Turning then to figures 3 and 4, the user may store data relating specifically to the

distribution of captured images. Such a data store may be populated automatically or

semi-automatically from a user's existing calendar information, with the user adding

additional information when necessary.

Thus when a captured media image is received, the context of the image is determined as

far as possible for the metadata and calendar information of the owner. The content

processing may continue to look for additional information which may allow the image to

be categorised and named. Thus, the metadata captured by the camera may include the

identity of other mobile devices such as phones at the same location. By comparing the

phone number with phone numbers (or similar identifying data) in the data base, the

presence of other parties at the location may be determined. Thus if "Jane" is identified as

in the vicinity of the camera at the time of image capture, looking into Jane's public

calendar (column 7 providing an address) could confirm the location and/or the event. An

intelligent search can be carried out using a dictionary of corresponding words or phrases

to determine a possible title for an event.

Thus, if the user's own calendar refers to Jane's Wedding and a captured image features

Jane, it is possible to produce an intelligent title such as Jane at her Wedding. Similarly, if

the captured image features another person, say Bill, the context processing may produce

a title such as "Bill at Jane's Wedding."

Having determined that the user has set up a special group (W1) for relating to Jane's

Wedding, and has requested distribution of images to that group, then the context

processing function 1 deposits the file and metadata automatically on the website set up

for Jane's Wedding shown in column 2 of Figure 4 which gives relationships between the

various groups, locations of website and membership relationships.

In figure 3 , some categories of data which may be used by the system are shown

associated with people in the user's contact. Thus in figure 3, each user may have a

telephone number associated which may be used (in the case of a mobile number) for

assisting in both location of the individual and in the distribution of images to that person.

A "JPG" link (Column 4) provides an indicator of the location of a comparison picture for

the individual so that the potential for identification of people in a captured media image is

increased. There may of course be a reverse link between photos used for comparison



and individuals in the data base so that, if the content processing or presence server picks

out from (say) "MyPhotos" a potential presence of a contact in the image, it can be cross

related through the data present with groups and the like.

Column 5 may contain address information or a link to address information so that if it is

necessary to post a print of a captured media image, this may be done.

Column 6 contains data defining the group or groups to which an individual belongs so

that the user may define the image distribution arrangement. Thus as shown, Jane

belongs to (at least) B1, B2, G3 and of course W 1 (previously defined as Jane's Wedding)

so that pictures involving Jane or her wedding might be distributed to members of the W 1

group and/or placed on the W 1 website.

Calendar information is held to facilitate location and/or event identification as previously

mentioned and in the final column of figure 3 preferences are noted which may be either

entered by the user or gleaned for network data for the particular individual.

Thus the invention provides for the automatic or semi-automatic identification of captured

media images and their titling, distribution, storage in appropriate places and conversion

into appropriate formats for distribution.

In a further benefit, because there is commonality between groups it is possible for

images captured by other members of the same group to be added into the same

distribution set and (for example by adding the images to a common website address) so

that an event may be shared between those present at the event and thosenot present but

having an interest therein.

An example of such an event may be as follows, -in the creation and sharing of the record

of a wedding. In addition to any official photography/videoing typically many guests take

photos and videos - traditionally some of these might be shared independently on the

web or printed out and sent to the couple. In this case, however, some guests are using

videos and cameras with context-content processing software and network links. Tom's

camera is able to find out the exact location of the pictures by means of the GPS on his

mobile phone (the 2 communicating over Bluetooth). Tom's camera uploads the pictures

from the hotel where the reception is taking place (as it is equipped with Wireless LAN).



When the photos reach the network content processing server it is able to see Tom's

calendar and that he is scheduled to be a "Mary's Wedding". From Tom's buddy list and

address book this resolved to Mary Wilson and her partner Herbie Farrow. Pictures of

Mary and Herbie and Tom's friends are matched to the pictures - as well as any

information gleaned by Tom's camera from mobile phones close by when the picture was

taken. The pictures are then stored - with the created meta-data - on the network server

and Tom is sent a message asking what he wants to do with the pictures. He indicates

that he wants to share them with everyone on his buddy list who is also a buddy with Tom

or Herbie. The Network server then determines the presence of this group - who is

contactable and on what network and re-formats the pictures for each user. So Alison gets

4 MMS picture messages, Helen gets an email with a web-link to an online album as she

has left all her devices at home!

Later, Mark, who has also taken some pictures and video sequences, is able to link his

content with Tom's and, eventually, Mary (back from the honeymoon) is able to see all the

content and, with the help of a menu-wizard, create a summary set of pictures and videos

from all the contributors and is able to share this with everyone who attended the

wedding.



CLAIMS

1. A content processing method in which captured media images are associated

with context to effect distribution and/or storage of the media, the method being performed

at a processing means and comprising: receiving from a media capture device one or

more images and associated image metadata; comparing the received image metadata

with further data made available to the processing means thereby to provide updated

image metadata; and storing and/or distributing the or each image to one or more other

processing means on the basis of said updated image metadata.

2. A content processing method as claimed in claim 1 in which the image metadata

includes date and/or time metadata and is compared at said processing means with

further data which indicates the location of an identified user over a period of time to

provide updated image metadata which represents location information associated with

said image.

3. A content processing method as claimed in claim 1 in which the image metadata

includes location information generated by the media capture device.

4 . A content processing method as claimed in claim 2 or claim 3 , comprising using

the location information to identify one or more persons, other than the identified user,

having an association with said location and distributing the or each image, or a link

thereto, to the one or more persons.

5. A content processing method as claimed in claim 4, wherein prior to distributing

the or each image, the processing means determines the presence of the one or more

persons on a data network and distributes the or each image only to those connected to

the network.

6. A content processing method as claimed in claim 4 or claim 5 , wherein prior to

distributing the or each image, the processing means determines the receiving capability

of the one or more persons and distributes the or each image to the one or more persons

in a format adapted to their respective receiving capability.



7 . A content processing method as claimed in claim 1 in which the image metadata

includes presence information indicative of one or more communications devices in the

vicinity of the media capture device when the image was captured, said presence

information being compared at the processing means with data identifying persons on the

basis of their communications devices thereby to infer the identity of persons present

when the image was captured.

8 . A content processing method as claimed in claim 7, further comprising

distributing the or each images, or a link thereto, to the or each person identified as being

present.

9. A method of distributing data representing an image or video to one or more

known persons, the method being performed at a processing means and comprising

establishing a data link with a media capture device, receiving therefrom one or more

images or videos and associated metadata generated at the media capture device, and,

for a given image or video, identifying, on the basis of the received metadata and stored

data relating the metadata to a location, one or more persons associated with said

location, distribution subsequently being effected to distribute the image or video to the or

each identified person.

10. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium, the computer

program, when executed on a processor, causing the processor to carry out the method of

any one of the preceding claims.

11. A system for processing captured media images to determine the context of the

captured images, the system including processing means arranged to receive from a

media capture device one or more images and associated image metadata; means for

comparing the received image metadata with further data made available to the

processing means thereby to provide updated image metadata; and means for distributing

storing the or each image on the basis of said updated image metadata.
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